
 

 

V. Tasks and Responsibilities   I made a list for myself of details that I did not want to overlook. I used the chart, Pinky Detail List, to itemize them. From that I created a second chart, Volunteer Task and Responsibility Checklist, to keep track of volunteers that I located for tasks and duties that I wanted done for my gathering. I would recommend that you try to match the man with his interests or strengths. Unless a Board Member has a specific pre-assigned duty you may want to call on other men for a number of these duties. Usually it is best to either e-mail to ask if you can assign them the duty you have in mind for them or call potential volunteers.  Shortly before the conference (about 10 days to a week) write a quick e-mail to each man and remind him of the duties he’s agreed to be responsible for. You may want to write it in the form of a thank you, “Dear ____, our next gathering is right around the corner and I wanted to thank you in advance for agreeing to _______.” You can also add something like, “Please let me know if you need anything from me or if anything has changed that will keep you from helping out in this way.” In this manner you’ve reminded the man in a brotherly way what you’re expecting of him, while thanking him in advance. If he is unable to keep his commitment this will give you time to locate someone else to handle his task.   One thing you can do is “pencil” in a man’s name when you send out your first e-mail asking if he would help you out with something you have in mind for him. Once he agrees you can “ink” his name in the “Man Responsible” column and in the second (reminder) e-mail you can check off that you’ve sent this e-mail out. If you get a confirmation you know that task is covered and you can check it off.   Every conference is different. Some of these tasks may not apply to your gathering or you may have others to add. For example, if you have a sweat lodge you may want to add this to your list. If you 
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have a special event, those tasks can be added here.   Some men have traditionally handled some of specific roles in the past. You know who they are but it is always nice to be asked rather than to assume they will do it again. Also remember that some of these tasks can wait to be assigned the weekend of the conference itself, such as head counter for meals and bell ringer. However, they are listed here so you won’t forget that someone needs to be assigned these tasks. 
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Pinky Detail List (from MM56) 
 

Opening Circle Candle  

Opening Circle Worry log  

Dining Hall Brief details of the weekend  

Dining Hall topics Words from PL  

Dining Hall topics Welcome newbie’s  

Dining Hall topics Camp layout  

Dining Hall topics Smoking area  

Dining Hall topics Swimming canoe lifeguard  

Dining Hall topics Cabin #5 for handicapped  

Dining Hall topics Wood stoves and firewood  

Dining Hall topics Kitchen duty prep/cleanup   

Dining Hall topics Workshops & affinity groups  

Dining Hall topics Sunday a.m. worship/ remembrance circle  

Dining Hall topics Lost and found  

Opening circle Read MM Creed   

Opening Circle Read from MM Mission Statement  

Food Ask cooks how they’re doing  

 Name Tags  

 Post the e-mails for accuracy  

 AV equipment  

Opening Circle Need a mike for Opening Circle  

 Angel Walk. Who has the music?  

 Angel Walk. Who will do it?  

 Who has the banner?  

 Meals posted  

 Recognize the cooks at meals  

 The bell  

 Assign work details  

 Get volunteers for cleanup duties at end  

 PMMS  

 Group photo  

 Music for dance?  

 Registration  

 Cultural Event  

 Composting & Recycling  

 Sports activity?  

 Sweat lodge?  

 Who bakes the bread for closing circle?  

 Newbie table. Gifts? Who mans?  
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Volunteer Task and Responsibility Checklist (from MM56)  
Duty Man Responsible Reminder / 

Confirmed 

Act as a big brothers - for newbies   

Act as Keeper of the Flame - to bring wood to lodge 

and keep the fireplaces burning 

  

Act as Master of Ceremonies - for the Cultural Event   

Baking Bread for Closing Circle   

Bell Ringer   

Bring Angel Walk music - make sure to ask the 

medium so you can have the appropriate player 

  

Bring MM Banner   

Bring Movies - if you plan any   

Bring Name Tags - and keep table neat   

Bring the sound system - You will need a CD player, 

mike and speaker. 

  

Bring TV – if needed   

Bring VCR - if needed   

Conduct Newbie Meeting - held after first supper   

DJ for the dance   

Head counter for meals   

Host Winter/Spring Pot Luck - announce during 

conference 

  

Identify photographer for group photo   

Identify a leader for the Angel Walk   

Locate someone with a certification in First Aid   

Plan food menus   

Provide e-mail verifications - for posting at 

conference. This will ensure accurate information 

when the Roster goes out after the conference 

  

Provide Team Reports - Prepare and deliver reports 

at the Board Meeting (Logistics, Publicity, Web Page, 

etc.) 

Primarily Team 

Leaders. You 

must contact 

each leader from 

whom you need 

a report. 

 

Serve as Workshop Coordinator   

Shop for food   

   

 


